Venue: Q1. Position on Logo
Q2. Stakeholders
Q3. Timeline
Q4. Process
Q5. Which group of stakeholders should identify?
Q6. Notes

Fargo

2. Go forward without nickname
Alumni and students
Not the one they are currently planning on. It is too soon!!
The procedure must include detail, the reasons why a particular name was chosen, or the process that will be followed.
Alumni

1. I have strong opinions but I am open to compromise which will be acceptable to all parties concerned which would be "Sioux" - ideal.
Present students are the most important - it is the students who will have to identify with the name and own it.
Let decide if there will be a nickname.
Then decide the process to pick a name if that is the answer to Q1.
Alumni

5. What is best, either Sioux
The State Sioux. Anyone that can't understand that should get a real opportunity to have their voice, feelings and opinions heard.
We, as alumni - whether we are or not, are all those who wear Sioux on their Alma Mater.
Let students and staff members determine who should be given a REAL opportunity to have their voice, feelings and opinions heard.
Alumni; Tribes

6. No nickname
TRIBED They are the history. Anyone filled with the Sioux passion of the last 80 years. I think a couple of years needed before a nickname/logo is selected, if one is selected at all.
Process should not involve more than the president making the decision.
Alumni; Tribes

3. Strong opinion, but open minded. What I want isn't necessarily the best for UND and the same applies to others
Tribes should be involved since they have been part of this discussion historically. Very disappointed that they were not included on this list.
水到渠成 - quick, short, Get it over with, sooner the better but take the time to get it right.
Talk to all groups and a marketing group on marketing a logo.
Alumni; Why is the world did the student choose to not let the Sioux tribes in on this. How did they think they should lead.

1. I consider UND North Dakota's premier university. I think the school deserves pride and respect and it has already well established. I think the school can carry itself without a "mascot". No logo is necessary when we are North Dakota.
Current students/staff athletes. The athletes represent the college 6-12 years.
Contact all current and former students (UND) asking for their nickname ideas. Use the internet to put up "potential" nickname so everyone can input. Overwhelming majority.
Alumni Keep Sioux nickname or no nickname at all.

3. The best possible solution may be no nickname at all.
The tribal Sioux Nation individuals. Each person has a chance to be heard. Should take place within 2-5 years. There should be no rush just to have a nickname/mascot in place.
Maybe all stakeholders should decide maybe not to have a nickname/mascot at all. Just UND. Only UND alumni or students may vote.
Alumni

4. I am open to suggestions. Strong opinion, but open minded.
Strong opinion as to direction and outcome.
Don't rush.
Alumni

1. I am open to suggestions. Strong opinion, but open minded.
A few years.
I don't think people are ready to move on yet, but then again I
1½ - 2 years from now, whatever is needed
Collecting ideas from everywhere - invite submitters of ideas to explain their reasoning.
Final UND Letter winner.

2. I would prefer no nickname
Sioux tribe
2-5 years minimum
Neither from all parties involved - alumni, students, Sioux, etc., let all voices be heard. The final decision should not be made by only one individual.
Alumni

4. No need for a nickname especially
ORDN-UND has a voice. Administration that you want to hear. They do not understand pride and tradition. Should have a say. Current donors & student people
12-18 months
Registering to vote
Alumni

3. The process should be long and deliberate.
The procedure should be inclusive, and open to passion as expressed. Recognize facts - some want the logo, some don't. NCASI is acting at advice of those who don't.
Alumni

1. I am open to suggestions. Strong opinion, but open minded.
What I want isn't necessarily the best.
I am open to suggestions. Strong opinion as to direction and outcome.
Alumni

8. I am open to suggestions. Strong opinion, but open minded. What I want isn't necessarily the best for UND and the same applies to others
I am open to suggestions. Strong opinion as to direction and outcome.
If the students and alumni feel unheard or disenfranchised, others, such as community members and staff members won't have the same emotional connection to the school as those that attended all. Present students should have many more say than alumni just because they happen to be going to school at this time.
Alumni

9. I am open to suggestions. Strong opinion, but open minded. What I want isn't necessarily the best for UND and the same applies to others
I am open to suggestions. Strong opinion as to direction and outcome.
If the students and alumni feel unheard or disenfranchised, others, such as community members and staff members won't have the same emotional connection to the school as those that attended all. Present students should have many more say than alumni just because they happen to be going to school at this time.
Alumni

2. Strong opinion, but open-minded. What I want isn't necessarily the best for UND and the same applies to others
Tribes should be involved since they have been part of this discussion historically. Very disappointed that they were not included on this list
Immediate - quick, short, Get it over with, sooner the better but take the time to get it right.
Talk to all groups and a marketing group on marketing a logo.
Alumni; Why is the world did the student choose to not let the Sioux tribes in on this. How did they think they should lead.

1. A few strong opinions but I am open to compromise which will be acceptable to all parties concerned which would be "Sioux" - ideal.
Present students are the most important - it is the students who will have to identify with the name and own it.
Let decide if there will be a nickname.
Then decide the process to pick a name if that is the answer to Q1.
Alumni

2. What is best, either Sioux
The State Sioux. Anyone that can't understand that should get a real opportunity to have their voice, feelings and opinions heard.
We, as alumni - whether we are or not, are all those who wear Sioux on their Alma Mater.
Let students and staff members determine who should be given a REAL opportunity to have their voice, feelings and opinions heard.
Alumni; Tribes

4. No nickname
TRIBED They are the history. Anyone filled with the Sioux passion of the last 80 years. I think a couple of years needed before a nickname/logo is selected, if one is selected at all.
Process should not involve more than the president making the decision.
Alumni; Tribes

5. Strong opinion, but open-minded. What I want isn't necessarily the best for UND and the same applies to others
Tribes should be involved since they have been part of this discussion historically. Very disappointed that they were not included on this list
Immediate - quick, short, Get it over with, sooner the better but take the time to get it right.
Talk to all groups and a marketing group on marketing a logo.
Alumni; Why is the world did the student choose to not let the Sioux tribes in on this. How did they think they should lead.
<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2. Open to anything - even no nickname is acceptable. I did not see a reason to change</td>
<td>Student body and community of support, community advertisers, immediate parole acceptance will create continuing loyalty. Sioux nation - not the ND legislature!</td>
<td>Alumni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. It is too soon - 80 years of tradition should not be thrown away so soon or ever!</td>
<td>Student body</td>
<td>Alumni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. If we continue to be intimidated by the NCAA then just leave it without a nickname and wait till the present student athletes have a chance.</td>
<td>Present student</td>
<td>Alumni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. If we continue to be intimidated by the NCAA then just leave it without a nickname and wait till the present student athletes have a chance.</td>
<td>NCAA &amp; Legislature</td>
<td>Alumni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. You people are wasting your time. It is way too soon to try to cram this upon us - let everybody heal. President Kelley go across this mess by cowardly ducking and running. He is the last person we should trust with this.</td>
<td>President Kelley</td>
<td>Alumni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. You people are wasting your time. It is way too soon to try to cram this upon us - let everybody heal. President Kelley go across this mess by cowardly ducking and running. He is the last person we should trust with this.</td>
<td>Another group? No, the list is all inclusive. All alumni, all current students. You have to be vested - you have to have an interest.</td>
<td>Alumni, Former Faculty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. No nickname for a few years is the best solution</td>
<td>Next most important would be the students. Only those with a direct connection with UND should be involved in the process. Legislature doesn’t have direct connection. All North Dakotans don’t. Native Americans don’t (unless Sioux name is an option). General Community members don’t. Businesses shouldn’t outside of GF.</td>
<td>Alumni, Friend of UND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Alumni</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>